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The creatures described in the document are designed to add variety to Legend of
the 5 Rings 5th Edition RPG rounds. This document is NOT an official L5R product.
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Short Descriptions of the creatures:
Akikage: undead ninja assassin that comes back after being killed
Chōchin-Obake: a living, floating paper lantern
Con-Tinh: an insulting lady that seems invulnerable
Dark Baku: spirit creature that invades dreams and has to be fought there
Dokkaebi: wish-granting kobold
Drowning Spirit: haunting that calls for help from the water, but drowns saviors
Head Hunter: a head on spider legs that decapitates humans to get a new body
Hopping Vampire: the famous jumping undead
Ikiryō: ghost that is the soul of a sleeping human, not an undead
Ittan-Momen: animated bolt of cloth that flies and tries to suffocate people
Jinmenju: deadly tree that grows heads like fruit
Jorogumo: woman-spider creature able to make men fall in love with her
Kamaitachi: blade-footed weasel riding a whirlwind. Really.
Kappa: humanoid turtle that draws power from being in contact with water
Kasa-Obake: an umbrella on its last leg
Komainu: lion-dogs, carved from stone, that guard shrines and palaces
Komori Assassin: flying humanoid bat shinobi
Kumo: intelligent spiders that try to catch prey in their nets
Living Blade: a flying weapon possessed by an evil spirit
Long Dragon: an elemental dragon creature and kami
Maho Shikigami: paper origami spirit filled with deadly blood magic
Nue: chimera hidden in a cloud of darkness
Nurikabe: a trickster looking like a dog that can create walls of stone
Okuri Inu: ghostly hounds that tear their victims apart
Onibi (Witch Light): will-o-wisps
Pipe Fox: a cute pet with the unfortunate habit of stealing and multiplying
Shikigami Assassin: paper origami spirit sent to kill sleepers
Shikigami Renegade: former origami spirit that grew more powerful than its master
Tengu: legendary sword-master yokai
Terracotta Warrior: stone soldiers
Totate Gumo: the terrifying trapdoor spider yokai
Ubume: old woman sitting in the snow carrying a baby
Undertaker: corrupted earth spirit that drags its victims below ground
White-Haired Witch: hag that can animate her long hair
Young Bulgasari: metal-eating creature
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These shadow brands give a ninja powers, but
can lead to him becoming an Akikage after his
death: a smart but completely heartless assassin,
hell-bent on finishing his last job.
GM Advice:
An Akikage is not just a monster, it is a
storytelling device: The first time the PCs fight it
is only one of possibly many to come. Besting it in
combat only works on Hallowed ground, so
unless the PC have the Essence of Jade invocation
available, facing an Akikage means:
a) Realizing that they face more than just shinobi
b) Researching how to finally kill such a thing
c) Devising a plan to either lure it onto hallowed
ground, or alternatively a plan that lets it see its
target seemingly die (ideally without actually
killing the target).
So the Akikage is less a regular opponent and
more of a side adventure of its own.
Sidequest Ideas:
An important NPC (or group of NPCs) may be the
target of the Akikage, or one of the PC himself.
The first option, especially with a group of NPC
the PCs have to protect, offers the possibility to
play the Akikage dangerously and ruthless, by
actually killing some of the target group before
being bested. If a PC is targeted, the GM needs to
show more restraint and not just assassinate him
while he sleeps in bed.

While shinobi are an outlawed but not
uncommon feature of Rokugan, ninja are
something else: humans branded with the force
of Shadow, an entity hostile to life itself.
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GM Advice:
The Chōchin-Obake is not a powerful foe, it is
better suited as an atmospheric detail in e.g. a
shrine to make it special, as a low-level
otherworldly contact for the PCs to provide
exposition, or as a comic relief creature.
Sidequest Ideas:
A Chōchin-Obake may be used in a variety of
ways:
- in a campaign focused on the supernatural, it
may be a relatable and harmless NPC with
wisdom to help the PCs
- one or more may be self-appointed guardians of
places the PC have to break in, hiding in plain
sight and extinguishing their light sources in
critical moments
- a Chōchin-Obake may be an easily-overlooked
solution to a problem. Maybe the sage the PCs
have been looking to meet was killed by their
nemesis before he could tell them his secret. But
the lantern may have heard it?
- a Chōchin-Obake may be a quite powerless
creature, but its ability to prevent fires may make
it invulnerable to a library or shrine. So a
mischievous Chōchin-Obake could cause trouble
and the PCs are ordered to solve the problem,
and they have to understand that just killing it
would be a terrible waste
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GM Advice:
The GM should be careful using the Con-Tinh, as
she is literally immune to the PC (until the right
way is found), which can feel very unfair.
The Con-Tinh can be a very funny encounter,
when the group find what looks like a princess
lost in the woods, who then curses like a sailor
and beats the bushi senseless with her fan.
However, the GM should keep in mind that
especially in L5R, not every character is built for
levity. A PC that takes losing face very seriously
might be tempted to commit seppuku if that
happens to him, which is not a fun outcome. So
the GM should use judgement on whether this
kind of encounter fits his group.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Con-Tinh is partly a detective story: The PC
have to find out who that strange woman in the
woods is, and ideally, who murdered her. Ideas
for those investigations:
- When the PCs research or remember legends of
such women and are successful, both the fact
that she is bound to a tree that is her Achilles’
Heel, and that she is a murdered woman hoping
for justice, could be revealed.
- Challenges of bringing her murderer to justice
include finding out when she lived. Her murder
may have been 50 years ago. Also, since she
cannot remember her killer until she sees him,
the PCs might have to lure potential perpetrators
to her. If the murderer is now a powerful person,
that might be difficult. Especially since the
offender probably remembers the place from
when he did the deed.

The Con-Tinh is a tragic story and a chance for
levity at the same time. It is designed to not be
deadly, but to be quite irritating for the PCs.
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GM Advice:
The Dark Baku can be fought in two ways: In
reality or in a dream, both are difficult. In reality,
it can flee by moving through walls, so
immobilizing it e.g. with Bind the Shadow or
Grasp of Earth may be necessary, as well as
access to weapons that are Blessed or do
supernatural damage. In dreams, the Dark Baku is
a lot more powerful and can turn the dream into
its weapon, creating Dangerous, Defiled or
Imbalanced terrain.
If the target is a PC, the GM should give the
players ways to realize the problem before the
first 7 days are up, since a Disadvantage is
permanent (unless the Dark Baku is persuaded to
give the memories back). Animals may start to
act uneasy around the house or the possessed,
Kami or ancestors may refuse to speak to him,
and his pleasant dreams may depict an era the
character hasn’t lived in.
Since killing a PC within a dream is only fatal if the
possessed sleeper dies (which should only
happen if the PCs have to give up fighting the
Dark Baku altogether), this encounter allows the
GM to take the gloves off and fight mean, as the
consequences are limited.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Dark Baku has two different ways of feeding:
It may possess its target every night and leave
before dawn, in which case others usually only
realize something is wrong when their target
becomes very forgetful. The Dark Baku does this
when it must fear that strong samurai or its
mortal enemy, shugenja of the Moth Clan, are
nearby. Alternatively, the Dark Baku enters a
sleeper's dream and does not leave until the
dreamer is dead from hunger or thirst, which can
under medical care take weeks.
A Dark Baku may also be the only source to get a
piece of vital information long lost, in which case,
the PCs have to decide if they can deal with such
a creature, and how far to trust its words.
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GM Advice:
The GM should be careful to not let the Dokkaebi
wishes derail his campaign. It will not be able to
summon one of the Black Scrolls, for example.
Too cleverly worded wishes will only confuse the
Dokkaebi. The GM should keep in mind that the
Dokkaebi is a fey creature that does what it
wants and cannot be forced or threatened to
provide wishes to someone.
Sidequest Ideas:
- The Dokkaebi might just be a random encounter
in the wild, or the reason why one family in a
village seems to get richer and money gets stolen
from all kinds of hiding places with no trace of
the thief.
- A Dokkaebi is a good way to give the PCs an
item they need, e.g. a Sacred weapon for a quest,
but keeping the option of giving it all kinds of
downsides (since it can be any Sacred weapon
with whatever history or curse), or having the
real owner show up and demand it back if the
GM wants to get rid of it.
- The Dokkaebi is a danger for all who have
secrets to keep, for it could produce e.g.
documents from you. The PC may be ordered to
drive the Dokkaebi away, but that is not easy to
do to someone who can vanish and reappear.
- It can also be a way to explain how the local
Maho-Tsukai got his hands on a blood-magic
tome.
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GM Advice:
The GM should be careful with the Drowning
Spirit, as the Suffocation rules are pretty deadly,
and it is not fair to punish a PC for having his
lonely hero try to help a drowning person. Either
the rest of the group should be nearby to offer
Assistance by throwing ropes etc, or the PCs
should be forewarned by hearing stories of the
creature.
Also keep in mind that the right invocations can
solve the problem very well, like Hands of the
Tides or Grasp of the Air Dragon, which may even
be importuned.
Sidequest Ideas:
- The Drowning Spirit may be a chance encounter
at a lake or at sea. Alternatively, the PCs may be
sent by the drowned person’s family to lay her to
rest, or perhaps it carried something important
with it when it died.
- It also is a good option for a murder mystery,
where the drowning spirit kills until its murderer
is brought to justice, after whose death it is laid
to rest.
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The Head Hunter is a creature of horror. It should
be presented as such.
GM Advice:
A feeling of horror is not easily achieved in a
setting where everyone trained killing with blades
since they could walk. Still, the combination of
body horror, spider legs, beheading, and simple
wrongness offers enough ingredients in a Head
Hunter story to shock even veteran bushi.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Head Hunter, as a creature with the ability to
lay traps, is best placed as the resident of a place
where the PCs are newcomers, like a run-down
tavern or a ship they want to sail with.
A good option to raise the stakes in a Head
Hunter side quest is giving the PCs a group of
NPCs they care for. This way, the PC can have the
NPC make the mistakes and pay the bloody price.
These NPC should not be so important that losing
them makes the PC ronin, however.
An example: The PC and 3 wilderness guides they
need to find their destination reach an inn.
As they sit down for some tea, the two innkeepers draw knifes and stab one of the guides. A
fight breaks out, and when a PCs deal a critical
hit, the GM describes how the innkeeper’s head
just falls off, rolling on the ground..
When it’s the fallen Head Hunter’s turn, his head
suddenly opens his eyes, spreads spider legs and
runs up the stairs into the dark.
On one guides turn, he announces “I’ll get that
thing” and, if the PCs do not stop him, runs up
the stairs. Then a wet sound, something heavy
falls down, and next, the guide’s head rolls down
the stairs. The stair was trapped. Next turn, they
see the guide’s body with the innkeeper’s head
walk down the stairs, with the guide’s weapon…
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GM Advice:
Hopping Vampires are primarily special because
of their name-giving hopping and jumping. The
combat rating is low enough that a group of PCs
could face a whole horde of them, two or three
at a time, for example defending a house against
the creatures coming from outside in best zombie
horror tradition.
A good moment that should be cultivated is when
the PCs have first seen the creatures stiffly rise
from the ground and slowly, almost comically
hop a few steps, then notice the PC and suddenly
start to jump at them in giant bounds. This
change of mood between a distant low menace
that suddenly turns into a very close high menace
should be deliberately.
Sidequest Ideas:
Since Rokugan knows no graveyards (all dead are
burnt), the GM has to find a believable reason
why a bunch of corpses where either not burned,
or treated wrong before burning. This could thus
either be a wilderness encounter, where the
Hopping Vampires were a group of travelers that
died, or happen after a major calamity in a
village, where the number of dead was too large
to burn them right away and then, during the
preparations of the ceremony, something went
wrong. A cat walking over the corpses might be
enough.

The Hopping Vampire, or Jiangshi, is a mainstay
of the old Hongkong cinema. It is usually not
depicted as funny, despite the creature looking
that way to western eyes.

Every inspiration from the Fast Zombie style
horror movie trope can be adopted to the
Hopping Vampires.
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Sidequest Ideas:
An Ikiryō can be very well used for a group of PCs
that have fought ghosts before, but when facing
the Ikiryō, they find that many of the usual tools
and invocations do not work against it. For
example, an Threshold Barrier (Air) ritual will not
keep it out, (Void) will. Because of this, the PCs
might think they are facing a normal human only
pretending to be a ghost.
- The Ikiryō should have a reason to haunt its
target or targets, and finding that reason and
acting on it, either giving the spirit relief or
revenge, is a great alternative way of stopping
the Ikiryō. Of course, the person haunted may be
powerful and of high status, so it is not always
easy to right their wrongs.
- The situation can be further complicated if the
Ikiryō is the soul of an important person whom
the PCs cannot afford to die, since killing the
Ikiryō will either kill the person or at least cause
serious damage to his mind and personality.
- Since the person whose soul is the Ikiryō does
not act consciously to create it, it can be part of
the plot to ask whether the person is responsible
for its acts.
GM Advice:
The Ikiryō is almost immune to mundane
weapons. As such, the GM should not have it
attack the PC if they have only such weapons.
If the target of the Ikiryō is an NPC, however,
finding out that their normal methods of fighting
spirits do not work is a great twist instead of a
death sentence for the PCs.
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Sidequest Ideas:
- The Ittan-Momen can be a straightforward
monster-of-the-week murder mystery, with
victims blue from suffocation being found, but
without any strangle marks. Since the IttanMomen can spend the day hanging from clothes
lines or flagpoles, it is difficult to catch.
- Alternatively, the same setup can lead the PCs
to assassins smothering their victims with silk
cloths and spreading the myth of an Ittan-Momen
to deflect the blame. Or even a rogue shugenja
using Suijin’s Embrace invocation and draining
the seawater afterwards.
- Fans of a certain Marvel magician might even
introduce an Ittan-Momen that is a cloak and can
be won as a helper for a deserving hero.

GM Advice:
The Ittan-Momen is primarily an opponent for
low-level characters. But it can offer an
interesting surprise for higher-level characters
used to dealing a lot of damage with their
attacks.
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GM Advice:
The Jinmenju is an uncommon opponent in that it
is stationary. PCs keeping beyond Range 4 are out
of its reach and safe from it. Killing it from this
distance with equipment short of a ballista,
however, is difficult, as it is highly resistant to
arrows and bolts.
The Jinmenju is designed to be a worthy
challenge for a whole group of PCs, its Many
Heads ability making it act much like a group of
foes. A battle versus a Jinmenju will most
probably leave one or more PCs Afflicted.
Sidequest Ideas:
Two side quest options present themselves:
-

-
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PCs are called to a village where multiple
villagers have fallen into a strange
melancholia that leaves them unable to act
or even speak without motivating them with
a TN 4 Courtesy Fire check. Unbeknown to
the PC, this is a race against time, as each one
is like a timebomb, a new Jinmenju waiting to
happen.
The PCs need an information lost to history
and read that Jinmenju know forgotten
things. Getting it to converse with them is a
tough challenge.

GM Advice:
In battle, if the charmed person is there, the
Jorogumo will order him (not an action) to kill her
attackers. If he does not do that on his turn, it will
cause him 3 Strife (for defying his ninjo). The
Jorogumo will avoid attacking him, but attack
others in Fire stance und use Opportunities to
cause him 2 Strife, driving him to unmasking.
It is a crafty and smart opponent that will use its
abilities to greatest effect: sitting on a ceiling, cliff
or tree and pulling foes up, only to drop them,
pushing foes into traps, over edges or into
damaging terrain, covering pitfalls with False
Realm of the Fox Spirits, turning invisible with
Cloak of Night and attacking from hiding.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Jorōgumo doesn't just go around charming
anyone and then asks them to kill their family.
It will choose a solitary person, a woodcutter or
boy collecting firewood. It will charm him from
hiding, revealing herself afterwards, and the
person sees an otherworldly beauty that tells him
she is a messenger from the Fortunes or the
Kami, sent to gather a few humans to save from
the imminent catastrophe. She will show him a
vision of the catastrophe (with False Realm of the
Fox Spirits), as well as a vision of the nearparadise that awaits him and his family - if they
prove themselves worthy of the new world. To
test that, she will have to ask him to do a few
things, necessary to prove his devotion to the
Fortunes, the Kami, and her.
The first few things she asks for are small
transgressions, without logic or rhyme - steal a
broom or a comb from that woman, tell
everybody that that woman is an evil witch... and
of course do not talk about me. Only later
become the demands worse, all with the
intention of getting the family to go into the
woods, into the protected paradise. What awaits
them, of course, is a spider cocoon and an egg, to
feed the next generation of Jorōgumo.
Even if the PCs quickly find out that the affected
is charmed by a creature, he only knows that she
is a beautiful woman, and where he saw her in
the woods. Actually, finding her and getting her
to stand and fight is not easy for a creature that
can run up trees.
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Sidequest Ideas:
The Kamaitachi is a good random encounter or a
challenging fight without much story effect.
It can also be part of a larger story:
- The PCs might be sent to hunt the strange
threat that devastated their lord’s fields,
uprooting whole plots. Alternatively, a village
might approach travelling ronin or samurai for
help against the Threat.
- The Kamaitachi are a good option for a monster
mystery, where the PCs at first only see the
effects it has, with flattened fields and slashed
trees and victims, but with no footprints of any
kind to be found.
- In a quest to resettle an abandoned village or
when encountering ruins e.g. in the Shinomen,
Kamaitachi are fitting obstacles.
- There may be a tale of a farmer whom his lord
gave the impossible task to reap all the rice fields
of his village in one night, and who to
everybody’s surprise accomplished it. The PCs
may find out that he made a deal with a Yokai or
Kansen, and that the Kamaitachi summoned for
the work are still around. Alternatively, the PCs
may be given the task, a Yokai may offer the help,
and the PCs may be left with the mess of multiple
Kamaitachi devastating the landscape afterwards.

GM Advice:
The Kamaitachi can be a challenging opponent
for a low-level group. Fighting in Air Stance and
obscured by its whirlwind, the Kamaitachi isn’t
easy to hit, while its whirlwind inflicts damage on
all nearby.
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GM Advice:
The Kappa is another creature that the GM has to
be careful to use: PCs usually can expect that a
monster they face can be beaten by hitting it. The
Kappa, with an ability that the PCs have to find
out how to turn off, is a lot stronger than its
combat rating if it has contact to water. Thus, the
GM should let the players hear stories about the
Kappa’s weakness before they face it, so that
they have a fair chance to realize which way leads
best to success.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Kappa is well suited as a capricious yokai that
holds a fisher community hostage by holding on
to their boats and demanding tribute. A story told
to the PC might be how a fisher’s boat was held
when he sailed with his kids by his side, and that
the Kappa demanded the gift of a child. The
fisher, quick-thinking, found a pregnant fish
among his catch and threw the fish eggs
overboard, after which the Kappa said “clever,
clever” and let the boat go. This makes clear to
the PCs that the Kappa is capable of rational
thought and language.
It may be possible to avoid fighting the Kappa
altogether, instead negotiating a regular pay of
tribute of something he cannot get in the water,
like cake or tofu. This way, the Kappa may even
turn into a sort-of protector of the village, scaring
away other water creatures that threaten his
income, or even holding fast a ship of pillaging
pirates before they can make their escape.
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Sidequest Ideas:
The Kasa-Obake looks funny and should be
played as such. There are a lot of options to use
him to provide comic relief: The story might start
like a straight poltergeist tale with a house
haunted by creaks and bumps from the attic and
even a sound like rustling of large wings, and
when the PCs enter the attic, this is what they
find. Another trope subversion would be an
enemy who has found an invocation to summon
Yokai, and when the big confrontation arrives,
this is all he summons. Or a sensei sending the
young monk on a quest to learn how to throw a
powerful kick from a “Kasa-Obake” with no
additional information what that is, and have the
monk find an umbrella at the end. That kicks him.
- The PCs might be sent on a quest by a
supernatural creature to get insight into crafting
a superior katana from a sage on a mountain-top,
and when they reach the top, all that is there is
this hopping umbrella. They might not realize
that the Kasa-Obake is the sage they were looking
for.

(Creature design by Kiso.)
GM Advice:
The Kasa-Obake is well suited as a comic relief
creature or as an opponent for new characters.
If a PCs aims to become a well-known monster
hunter, this is a good and funny way to start their
quest, as it can only go up from there.
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GM Advice:
The Komainu are very hard to actually wound for
the combat rating. The GM should mention that
they are territorial protectors that do not follow
fleeing opponents.
Sidequest Ideas:
A possible Komainu side quest would be the PCs
being called to an old shrine whose Kami appear
to be furious for an unknown reason, throwing
things. The PCs are called to find out why and
appease them.
The story behind this is that a week ago, thieves
tried to rob the shrine, but the Komainu
awakened and chased the robbers off.
Unbeknown to anyone, the spirit of a recently
deceased local had entered the shrine at the
same time, when the wards were down, and
became trapped inside when the Komainu
became statues again. This spirit is the one
causing the commotion.
The PCs have to find that out, and to reactivate
the Komainu long enough for her to leave
without destroying these holy guardians of the
shrine. For bonus points, they can try to find out
what kept the spirit in this world in the first place,
and solve that problem.
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GM Advice:
The Komori Assassins are a secret cabal of
mercenary shinobi, hiring out their services to
samurai clans or even merchants who have a
vendetta with someone above their station.
Sidequest Ideas:
- The PC could be investigating a strange murder,
believed to have been committed by the ghost of
a samurai, because no footprints could be found
near the corpse. The family of that samurai is
accused of raising his spirit from the dead with
blood magic. But can the PCs find the real killer?
- If the PCs have crossed a powerful daimyo or
rich merchant, he may order an attack on the
PCs.
- The Komori Assassins may have been tasked
with stealing something, and the PCs are sent to
get it back. But how do you follow a robber that
can fly, and lives high in a mountain cave?
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GM Advice:
A Kumo in an open field is little challenge.
Entering a forest, cave or ruin where a Kumo lives
is a different matter, though, for it will be mostly
covered with Obscuring Nets with a few areas of
Restraining Nets hidden inside. The Kumo will
stay hidden until an enemy is caught Immobilized
and then do hit-and-run attacks in Water Stance
to move in from above, bite and move out again.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Kumo are the foes of the Kitsune, which can
be used in a number of ways:
- A kitsune disguised as a young woman begs the
PCs to rescue her sister from a dark wood. There
is no daughter there, but a Kumo the Kitsune
does not want to face itself.
- A kitsune may be willing to help the PCs in their
regular adventure if they help it with a small
spider problem.
- The Fox clan may put a bounty on anyone
clearing out a certain ruin in the Shinomen forest.
- On the other hand, the person asking for help in
clearing out a ruin might also be an elder Kumo
himself, using his human form to lure strangers
into his families nets.
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GM Advice:
The Living Blade is not only a challenging foe; it is
also a detective story waiting for the PCs. They
might hear tales of an invisible killer, murdering
innocents, with only his bloody blade visible. The
plot twist is that there is no invisible person there
and the blade is the murderer all on its own.
If PCs struggle against the foe and if the group
uses the rules for shields found in Shadowlands,
the GM might allow the players to use things like
pans as improvised shields. Since a shield gives a
resistance of 5, such a shield could damage the
Razor-Edged weapon.
Sidequest Ideas:
- The PC are on the train of a bloody, invisible
killer. If a PC knows the Cloak of Night invocation
or if they research invisibility, they will know that
it is very uncommon for a part of the whole to
remain visible when the wielder goes invisible.
That may be the first clue that this is not just a
murderous shugenja.
- If the attacks happen in or near a place where
there are more Razor-Edged weapons, e.g. a
butcher shop or a weapon arsenal, the Living
Blade can hide among the regular weapons and
attack surprisingly, only to hide again.
- A Living Blade might also make a good Poisoned
Gift for a PC: a gift by someone who only
pretends to be on their side. This way, a PC might
carry the blade for many adventures, only to
suddenly turn on him at the worst possible
moment.
- A variation on the latter idea would be the PC
knowing that the blade is a Living Blade, but
giving it a feature the PCs need, like the ability to
wound spirits. In this scenario, the PC use the
blade because it is their only option to fight
spirits, but know they literally wield a doubleedged sword.
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GM Advice:
A Long is a celestial being and as such not meant
to be a regular opponent for the PCs. It is rather a
difficult ally to negotiate with, or a force of
nature to be appeased before it destroys
whatever offends it.
Sidequest Ideas:
- A Long dragon can serve as a source of
knowledge on creatures, myths, magic and
history.
- When a villager does something transgressive
that may be entirely overlooked by his peers, it
might well anger the Long protecting the natural
habitat, and the PC have to race against time to
find out what the transgression was and repair it
or make amends for it, before the angry dragon
burns down the village.
- A Long dragon might be a savior when all seems
lost, capable of even fighting oni on even ground.
- An enigmatic or powerful NPC that has aided or
thwarted the PCs goals in the past may well be a
Long in disguise. This is even an option for rather
unruly groups with the tendency to abuse and
mishandle NPC they consider weaker than
themselves. The wandering hermit might well
really be a dragon.
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GM Advice:
A Maho Shikigami is less of a battle threat and
more of an insidious enemy. Easily bested in a
skirmish, the Maho Shikigami aims to hide itself,
sneak into where corpses are, like battlefields
and cremation houses, and create its
monstrosities from hiding.
Its rebellious side means, however, that if
important minion NPC are present, it may
sometimes reveal itself on purpose, to invite an
attack, which it will redirect towards the NPC
with Fiend’s Retreat.
Sidequest Ideas:
- A Maho Shikigami is usually not simply
encountered. Instead, the PC are called because
an Undead Horror is threatening a village, and if
it is destroyed, soon the next one appears. The
PCs have to use ingenuity and cunning to find the
Maho Shikigami behind the acts. And if they do
find him, they have not found its master, who can
always create a new one. So the Maho Shikigami
is like a step in a quest against a maho-tsukai.
- A Maho Shikigami could follow a group of
battle-hardened PC around, since these groups
tend to kill bandits, ronin and their like and leave
them lying around. When Undead Horrors spring
up wherever the group went, it will soon be the
group itself that are targeted by Kuni Witch
hunters and other inquisitors.
A crafty villain may even befriend the group and
either give them the normal-seeming origami as a
talisman or sneak it into their possessions.
Carrying it will cause the Afflicted condition
sooner or later, and having it found in one’s
possessions by a witch hunter is enough for a
death-sentence.
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The challenge when fighting it is hitting it for the
first time, since its TN in Air Stance in its cloud of
darkness is at least 5. Once it was hit once, the
darkness dissipates, and the fight gets easier.
Sidequest Ideas:
- A Nue is a lurking threat that slowly drains its
victims until they are bed-ridden and helpless. At
that point, whether peasant or lord, the relatives
usually try to ask shugenja or Yokai hunters for
help, which is how the PCs can become involved.
The first challenge is identifying the source of the
curse, then tracking it down despite its stealth
skills. Its cloud of darkness is actually a drawback
for it during the day, as it has to find a cave or
barn or cellar in which to hide, as huge clouds of
shadow are rather conspicuous during the day. At
night, it likes to lie on roofs.
- Alternatively, a PC himself might be the target
of a Nue, whether through bad luck, or because a
rival paid it to weaken him, e.g. a few days before
an important duel.
- A Nue can also be played as an Intrigue
encounter. It will be bound to any deals struck,
but will try to use ambiguous wording to mislead.
- The Nue might also be an ally to another treat,
like a band of goblins, who use its cloud of
darkness to approach a fortification unseen.

GM Advice:
The Nue curses a victim and then stays within a
few hundred meters to slowly drain its life force.
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Sidequest Ideas:
- A Nurikame can haunt a town the PCs are in,
and they are asked to help. Identifying it as the
source is challenge number one, catching it when
it can cut them off with its walls is challenge
number two.
- While slaying the creature will put an end to the
appearing walls, a more elegant solution is
bargaining with it. It is a spirit of Earth and Air, as
such, it may be convinced to let itself be
enshrined as a protector spirit for the town it is
currently haunting. When properly venerated and
given offerings, it may become a valuable ally for
the town, suddenly creating walls of defense or
even a fortress when the town is threatened.
- A group of PCs that need a ways to defend an
indefensible village from a coming threat may
actually hunt for a Nurikabe, catching it and
offering it something to follow them to the village
they are protecting and creating a fortress for
them, as a twist on the Seven Samurai story.

GM Advice:
A Nurikabe is a fun confounding challenge for the
PCs: Walls start popping up in their town without
explanation, and they have to find the reason.
The GM should be careful to work the small dog
into the back of the scene description without
alerting the PCs to its relevance.
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GM Advice:
The Okuri Inu are pretty straightforward enemies.
For low-level PCs, their higher physical resistance
is a challenge, while for higher-level PCs, swarm,
tactics where one brings the target down and the
others rend him with their bites makes these
hounds more dangerous than they first appear.
Sidequest Ideas:
- Okuri Inu resemble the Hound of the
Baskerville’s, so they could be used to transfer
that story to Rokugan, with a villain using regular
dogs painted with fluorescent colors to let his
attacks appear to have been caused by a
supernatural force (that surely would have no
earthly motive).
- As they are said in some stories to only attack
the guilty, being attacked by Okuri Inu may
actually have worse consequences AFTER the
fight, when those that viewed the event
immediately believe the attacked PC is guilty of
some terrible misdeed and will bring only doom
over the others.
- Those two ideas can be combined, with a villain
framing an innocent person for some evil deed
and then faking an Okuri Inu attack on that
person, to support the impression that that
person is guilty.
- On the other hand, in another region, the
legend that the Okuri Inu only attack the
innocent may be widespread and may be used as
a perverse witch trial: The accused is sent into
the moors at night, and if she returns alive, she
surely is a witch and burned. The PC may be
tasked by a family with clandestinely protecting
an innocent during the trial. And it may be that
she is not innocent of being a maho tsukai at all…
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GM Advice:
The Onibi are just Minions, but with their burning
aura they can be challenging to overcome for
low-level PCs. They have no allegiances, so they
are usually not the minions of some other
creature. If they appear in a fight, they may
attack both sides, although creatures without life
force like undead do not interest them.
Sidequest Ideas:
- An Onibi is a good first impression of a haunted
forest or moor, even if the PCs do not even
encounter it up close.
- On the other hand, if the PCs are lost in such a
terrain for a while and finally see a torchlight up
ahead, it is a mean twist to have it turn out to be
a Onibi instead of arriving help.
- PCs might be actually warned NOT to provoke
the Onibi, as their flaring up may cause wildfires
to begin. Then again, doing this might be a way to
lose opponents tracking them.
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Sidequest Ideas:
-a

A Pipe Fox can be used in different ways:
- it might be the reason behind impossible heists
the PCs are sent to investigate
- the Pipe Fox can also be a Sorcerer’s-Apprentice
story about the dangers of using magic one does
not understand or control.
- the PCs may be asked for help by a friend who
has bound one by accident and now has to deal
with the multiplying voracious eaters. Remember
that killing foxes is bad luck!
- one of the PCs might come across such a cute
creature, obviously hungry, and feed it without
knowing what it is. The Pipe Fox following the PC,
stealing things for him or her and later even
multiplying make for a fun challenge.
- alternatively, a shrewd merchant may sell this
“one-of-a-kind” creature to a PC (his solution for
the multiplying foxes). After dealing with the fox,
the PCs may have to track down the travelling
merchant who leaves a trail kusa-tsukai behind.
- a PC who finds a workable solution for keeping a
Pipe Fox (maybe talking to it with the Nature’s
Touch invocation can help, or somehow sending
its offspring to Chikusho-do) gains a valuable ally
and spy
- even if a solution is found for the multiplying of
the Pipe Fox, it is impossible to completely teach
it to stop stealing things for its master. A kudatsukai must deal with sometimes finding their
hotel room full of rice bags, or the local daimyo’s
katana on their pillow.

GM Advice:
The Pipe Fox is an atmospheric magical being and
a fun detail for an adventure. But don’t be
surprised if a player wants to keep one. Remind
him that a Pipe Fox is a BIG responsibility…
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to the PCs when their real enemy has yet to be
revealed.
It is a crafty spy, listening to conversations, and
poisoning food or drinks (which deals a Critical
Hit of Severity 10, so unless 4 Successes are rolled
on the resist check, it does permanent damage!).
It may also murder sleeping targets, which is
especially deadly in L5R rules, as Unconscious
targets cannot defend against damage unless
they spend a Void Point, and increase the
deadliness of attacks against them by 10. This
means that the Shikigami Assassin need just two
successes with its attack to cause a critical hit of
severity 15 if the sleeping target has no Void
Points. The GM should use this ability on a PC
with at least one Void Point or on an NPC the PCs
are with first, to show how big the treat is, not
simply inform the player that their character is
suddenly crippled or dead.
Sidequest Ideas:
- a crane shikigami may be sent as a deadly
present to a PC and only later turn out to be
alive. As the crane is a symbol of happiness, being
sent an origami crane can be understood as a
message from a secret admirer.
- the Shikigami may be a watchdog, left in a room
as decoration and told to sneak into any intruders
pocket to follow them to their home.
- killing the Shikigami does not solve the problem,
as the creator can perform the ritual again and
send a new one the next night. Trapping it (in a
box etc) deprives the opponent of the invocation
sealed in the shikigami, however.
- As all Shikigami have the rebellious Disadvantage, the can be goaded into attacking if
presented with a seemingly perfect assassination
target, like a seemingly sleeping person.

GM Advice:
The Shikigami Assassin is not supposed to be a
regular skirmish opponent, a single attack will
destroy it. It is meant as a way to pose a danger
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GM Advice:
The Shikigami Renegade is both a cautionary tale
of lusting for too much power as well as a shapechanging threat. It allows the GM to have his
group face a variety of magical creatures in a
normal town setting, as the Shikigami Renegade
tries out different forms to cause havoc, but flees
if faced with overwhelming odds and comes back
as another being another time.
Sidequest Ideas:
- A Shikigami Renegade is a powerful enemy that
is quite challenging and can cause terrible
damage to towns with its earthquakes.
- The PCs may have had a rival shugenja as a
nemesis for a longer time, and suddenly have him
peacefully approach the group, asking for help
against his Shikigami that rebelled and now
causes havoc. The rival is of course interested in
having the shikigami destroyed, to regain the
spells contained and to craft a new, better one,
afterwards. Do the PCs want their rival to regain
his powers?
- A Shikigami Renegade might actually be
befriended and act as a teacher for powerful
invocations or as help against another threat. It is
chaotic, however, and very wary of losing its
hard-won freedom.
- If a PC has Shikigami himself, facing a Shikigami
Renegade is a good way to make him rethink how
much power to grant his little helper.
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GM Advice:
The Tengu Swordmaster is supposed to be a
deadly dueling opponent. Having a PC duel him
has the very real chance of leading to at least a
permanent injury. As such, he is designed more
as a real threat that is very dangerous to
challenge, than as another opponent to
overcome. The GM should not send a PC against
him without establishing beforehand that this is a
very real threat to the PCs health.
When challenging him to be accepted as his
pupil, fighting him as a group is not acceptable,
only a one-on-one duel or skirmish.
In a fight, the tengu will use his first strike to try
to make his opponent Dazed. His second strike,
using the Taoist Blademaster TN reduction, will
be a Heartpiercing Strike.
If a PC challenges the tengu to a duel and wins,
the GM should decide what kind of reward is
suitable for the campaign. The tengu might give
the PC access to the Heartpiercing Strike or
Disappearing World Style kata before the usual
rank prerequisite, like some titles do. Or it could
teach him the Water Fist kiho when his school
does not usually give access to kiho. At the very
least, he could give the PC his Kakita-pattern
daisho.
Sidequest Ideas:
The Swordmaster Tengu could make a good ninjo
for a young bushi, to someday fight the Tengu of
Kumara Mountain and become his pupil.
Alternatively, a situation like in the movie 47
Ronin or the comic Usagi Yojimbo, where the
tengu is known as deadly, and the solution is NOT
fighting them, is a proper way of using this
creature.
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GM Advice:
The Terracotta Soldier is a pretty plain Minion,
with few special abilities beyond its for its
Combat Rating unusually high physical resistance.
It is meant as either a challenge for low-level
characters, or as a blocker in battle to keep the
PCs away from their primary opponent.
Sidequest Ideas:
- Terracotta Warriors of course make good
guardians of an ancient tomb or shrine.
- They may be used as a cautionary tale, created
or awakened as a hope to fight a superior army,
only to find out they cannot be deactivated or do
no longer follow their master’s orders, akin to the
Golem’s (or Sorcerer’s Apprentice) tale.
- They might even be used as a doomsday device,
with a villain unearthing hundreds or thousands
of them, and the PCs having to find the method
to get them to become inactive again, while
holding wandering groups of them at bay.
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GM Advice:
The Totate Gumo is a horror, isolating a single
person from the group and forcing him/her to
fight in the hindering terrain below water. The
GM should be careful to not unfairly kill an
unsuspecting PC.
Sidequest Ideas:
- The Totate Gumo is a great device to represent
the horror of the ancient forests, untouched and
untamed by men. The PCs may be travelling with
NPCs like guides, porters or servants, and one of
them steps into a puddle and simply vanishes.
The PCs hurrying to help only find a puddle, less
than an inch deep, and no sign of the NPC. Having
this happen multiple times will make the PC very
careful where they step.
- An alternative setting would be having a daimyo
collect a menagerie of strange creature in his
palace, and having his unsuspecting hunters
catch a “giant water spider” alive, for which he
builds a large aquarium to impress his visiting
dignitaries. Then, people start to disappear in the
baths…
- Of course, a straight-forward monster hunt is
always an option: People vanish, and the PCs
have to stop the threat. A well-prepared PC of
higher rank can fight the foe one-on-one.
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GM Advice:
The Ubume is more of a storytelling event than a
fighting challenge, with the fight only happening
as a failure state of the encounter.
The GM should plan ahead for what the PCs can
do with the child, however. While a simple
solution like giving it to a local villager to raise is
an option, a GM can also use it to create an
uncommon story for the PCs, who have to care
for it themselves. Theirs would not be the only
story of samurai travelling with a baby…
Sidequest Ideas:
- As this is a storytelling event, its application is
pretty straightforward. The PC might either be
called by villagers to investigate the spooky hut
covered in hoar, or when travelling in winter,
might come across the Ubume by the wayside
without even realizing that that is not a regular
woman they are dealing with until they struggle
to not drop the heavy child.
- The GM can use the child as a long-term story
element: If the PC give it to a villager to raise,
they might meet it again, years later (or perhaps
it grows unnaturally fast), and they have to deal
with the consequences of their decision.
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Sidequest Ideas:
- An Undertaker can be used as a straightforward
combat encounter, made interesting if PCs start
to sink and thus cannot move to engage the
enemy together.
- Alternatively, an Undertaker can be used as a
social encounter. As a former guardian of the
buried, an Undertaker knows the location of any
buried corpses in its area, no matter when or by
whom it was done. So he might have information
on hidden murder victims, ancient tombs long
forgotten or the location of heirlooms buried
when their owner died on a battlefield. He will
demand a corpse for a corpse, however.
- An Undertaker can be played as a tragic tale, of
an earth spirit that himself is a victim of the
changing times following the war with Fu Leng.
Perhaps it is possible to cleanse it and return it to
its former Earth Kami status with the proper
purification rituals and invocations and regular
offerings of paper corpses instead of real ones?

GM Advice:
The Undertaker represents an interesting combat
challenge because the PCs have to fight both it
and the quicksand beneath their feet. It should
not be used where there is no terrain it can
change.
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GM Advice:
The White-Haired Witch is supposed to be a
leader of minions that provides a challenge even
to veteran PCs. Her Silent Elimination ability
allows her to mostly shut down one shugenja or
bushi, and can be creatively combined with e.g.
the Call upon the Wind invocation, to fly above,
lift a target up and drop it afterwards.
Alternatively, she makes a decent shinobi-like
opponent, sneaking in, eliminating watchmen,
poisoning food and the like. This way, a WhiteHaired Witch may be an opponent for the PCs
whose identity remains unknown for a longer
time.
Since the White-Haired Witch can cast
invocations, it is advisable that the GM familiarize
himself with some of those, so the combat does
not get bogged down in rules-reading.
Sidequest Ideas:
- The White-Haired Witch might be a foil for
overconfident PCs, who are only too happy to
oblige when challenged to a duel by an old
woman.
- She might be the archetypical evil witch, and
thus be the perpetrator behind attacks on a
village or town, from a poisoned well to animal
attacks to nightly abductions of children.
- She mind be a mastermind behind the scenes,
moving her minions and the PC about like chesspieces, using Mask of Wind to impersonate
multiple NPCs the PCs get to know.
- She might be the wise hermit that gives the PC
important information, and only later to turn out
to have been the enemy all along.
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GM Advice:
The Young Bulgasari is both a source of fun and
an uncommon challenge for the PCs.
Hunting a small weird-looking animal, only for it
to suddenly turn around, jump the nearest
hunter and bite chunks out of their armor can be
quite a surprise.
On the other hand, being faced with these
critters when traversing the Shadowlands or the
Shinomen can be quite dangerous, when options
to repair damaged or destroyed weapons or
armor is difficult to find. The GM should keep in
mind that this encounter can thus have
consequences for subsequent ones.
Sidequest Ideas:
- An Agasha Alchemist might send the PCs on a
hunting trip.
- The Bulgasari might be a worthy offering to the
Fortunes when praying for something
exceptional, or an organ might be a necessary
ingredient for an obscure ritual to achieve an
important effect.
- It might just be a seemingly random encounter
that makes a long voyage much more
problematic and challenging.
- Catching one alive and sneaking it onto an
enemy’s castle armory might not be the very
definition of asymmetric warfare. It no doubt will
make for a legendary story to bolster the fame of
the PCs, though.
- Over a long time, a well-fed Bulgasari can grow
into Godzilla-like proportions. Preventing that
might require hunts in dangerous forests.
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NPC: Eight Duelists
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Sidequest Ideas:
- The duelists are designed to offer worthy
opponents in a tournament arc, where the PC
take part in a series of duels, with the winner
gaining great prestige and renown.
- They may also be champions, meaning duelists
working for a noble whose station allows him to
let others fight his/her duels for them.
- They may be high-level enforcers of an
underworld boss, providing mini-bosses before
the fight with the main villain.
- They could be bounty hunters, Emerald
Magistrates or Witch Hunters, pursuing the PCs if
they are (wrongly?) accused of some deed.

GM Advice:
The duelists are supposed to provide a challenge
for experienced PC in a one-on-one duel or
skirmish. Their combat rank thus is meant to say
that they are good opponents to one PC of Rank
3-4, not four rank 1 PCs.
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NPC: Shinobi

Sidequest Ideas:
- The Hidden Knife can be used as a trojan horse:
A damsel in distress that begs for the PC’s help
when the PC are in Scorpion territory, but really
being a trained spy. If the PC protect her, she
follows them full of thanks, only to suddenly turn
on them if the antagonize the Scorpion too much.
- A team of three Hidden Knives and one Chain
Fighter pose an interesting challenge in a
skirmish.

GM Advice:
The shinobi represent competent and specialized
opponents that nevertheless can come in any
guise. When the GM decides it is time for a
shinobi attack, any previously unimportant
background NPC can turn out to be a Shinobi in
disguise. They work as a team, with the chain
fighter trying to cancel the most powerful bushi.
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Picture Reference
All creature images used are Public Domain. Some have been cropped, mirrored or edited, and some
actually show different mythical creatures. The creatures are supposed to enrich a Legend of the Five Rings
RPG session. While inspired by real-world myth and legends, they were adapted to provide fitting and
interesting challenges and do not faithfully represent the original stories or creatures of the same name.
Page 4 (Akikage): https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hokusai-sketches---hokusai-manga-vol6-crop.jpg
Page 5 (Chōchin-Obake): https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SekienBurabura.jpg
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Page 20 (Komori Assassin): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_Irish_Vampire_-_Punch_(24_October_1885),_199_-_BL.jpg
Page 21 (Kumo): https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6d/PlatycryptusUndatusFemale.jpg
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Page 24 (Maho Shikigami): https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dragon_Origami_(153422663).jpeg
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Page 26 (Nurikabe): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Torin_Nukaribe.jpg
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